DO YOU HAVE
A HEARING LOSS?
TAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TO HELP FIND OUT.
DO YOU...
Have difﬁculty understanding what is being said, unless
you are directly facing the speaker?
Find yourself complaining that people are mumbling or
slurring their words?
Continually ask people to repeat words or phrases,
though they feel they’re speaking loud enough?
Prefer the TV or radio louder than others do?
Have difﬁculty understanding conversation within a
group of people?
Avoid group meetings, social occasions, public
facilities, or family gatherings where listening may be
difﬁcult?
Have trouble hearing at the movies, house of worship,
concert halls, or at other public gatherings - especially
where sound sources are at a distance?
Have ringing in the ears or other head noises (hissing,
buzzing, crickets, etc.)? This may be caused by Tinnitus
which often accompanies hearing loss.
If you checked at least two of these questions, you
may have a hearing loss and need to have your
hearing tested.
Call today to schedule your FREE hearing consultation
and FREE test drive with the amazing new Verso.

(605) 655-1220 or
(888) 515-6820
INTRODUCING AVERA’S NEWEST
HEARING HEALTH PROFESSIONAL

DR. KENDRA NEUGEBAUER
Avera Medical Group is proud
to welcome Dr. Kendra
Neugebauer, an audiologist, to
Ear, Nose & Throat Yankton.
Dr. Neugebauer was born in
Parkston, South Dakota. She
earned both her Bachelor
of Science Degree in
Communication Disorders
Kendra Neugebauer
and Doctorate in Audiology
AuD., CCC-A
from The University of South
Dakota. While completing her doctorate she gained a broad
range of experience serving patients in educational settings, the
LEND program, in the Veteran’s Affairs Department and various
professional clinics. Dr. Neugebauer serves patients of all ages
providing comprehensive hearing and vestibular evaluations,
industrial hearing conservation, as well as the selection, ﬁtting,
and dispensing of hearing aids. Dr. Neugebauer also provides
services in our Parkston and Wagner outreach locations.
She approaches each day as a new adventure and opportunity
to help improve her patient’s quality of life. Her friendly personal
attention to her patient’s needs epitomizes Avera Medical
Group’s patient centered approach. She enjoys giving back to
the community as well as volunteering for the Special Olympics
Healthy Athlete Program. When not at work you will ﬁnd her
being active outdoors spending time with family and friends
playing softball, basketball or golﬁng.

409 Summit, Suite 2800
Yankton, SD 57078

